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We live in a time of social, economic and political turbulence. An unresolved economic crisis has generated financial instability and slowed down economic growth. The environment is threatened by adverse effects of climate change. The technological revolution disrupts labour markets and radically changes income distribution. Social instability and inequality is on the rise while corporate and political concentration is growing.

These changes fragment and transform our societies and economies, and also generate a profound effect on the way firms compete with each other as well as how they interact with consumers. Ultimately, they disrupt existing business models and hence challenge our current understanding of how markets work. As social, economic, and political conditions are fundamentally changing, they are shifting to new structures and organizations of society and the economy. The resulting shifts and disruptions challenge the prevailing models of competition law in and outside of the EU.

There have been numerous discussions that have tried to formulate which global challenges (EU) competition law and policy faces, and how eventually competition law, but more significantly law enforcers and policy makers, should address them.

A great part of these discussions has so far concentrated on one particular dimension: challenges posed by technological changes and the rise of digital markets. The importance of border-defying technological developments and increased digitalization is unquestionably an area that probes the fundamental principles of competition law and policy and give rise to practical difficulties for competition law enforcers. However,
digitalization is only one of the many challenges that test the effectiveness of the current technocratic approach to competition law.\textsuperscript{4}

The challenges of climate change concerns, growing inequality, democracy\textsuperscript{5} and rising political populism\textsuperscript{6} as well as poverty\textsuperscript{7} or gender inequality\textsuperscript{8} may not have immediate and direct impact on the daily practice of competition law, but they pose fundamental questions for businesses and change the types of market failures competition law may need to correct in the marketplace. In this way, these challenges are competition law challenges that call for rethinking legal and economic underpinnings of competition.

Critical voices have addressed the “modernized” and “economics-based” competition law model that singled out economic efficiency (consumer welfare) as the goal of competition law and promoted technocratic enforcement of competition rules.\textsuperscript{9} Some commentators both in the US and in the EU have explicitly called on competition policy specifically to address inequality\textsuperscript{10} and adjust legal standards in response to increasing public concerns with inequality, sustainability,\textsuperscript{11} or other challenges.

What came to be known as the “modernization”\textsuperscript{12} of competition law took place in the US throughout the 1970s-80s and in the EU from 1990s on to early 2000s using the toolbox of neoclassical economics as the main source of interpretative guidance of the competition law rules focusing on price and output effects. This model firmly

\begin{enumerate}
\item Crane argues technocratic reforms are justified by three key attributes of modern antitrust - consensus on antitrust goals, resolution of the most divisive ideological questions, and the absence of a need to balance the interests of identified groups. Crane, Daniel A., 'Technocracy and Antitrust'. Cardozo Legal Studies Research Paper No 208; Texas Law Review, Vol 86, 2008. Available at SSRN https://ssrn.com/abstract=1030632
\item Lianos I, 'The Poverty of Competition Law: The Short Story’ in D. Gerard & I. Lianos (eds), n 5, pp. 45-87.
\item A. Gerbrandy, ‘Rethinking Competition Law within the European Economic Constitution’, (2019) 57(1) JCMS 127-142.
\end{enumerate}
concentrates on consumer benefits from lower prices and higher output and disregards questions related to the allocation of consumer surplus between different groups of consumers or non-price dimensions of competition as this would lead to complex value judgments regarding distributive justice. At the moment, the increasingly complex economy and fragmented society is confronted by a simple world of competition law that is anchored in neoclassical price theory. Accordingly, some of the challenges have been framed along the conflicting concepts of equity vs efficiency, non-economic (non-price related) vs economic (price related) effects, or less vs more control over private power.

As a matter of fact, these global challenges and the ensuing social and economic transformations touch upon the deeper foundations of competition laws and call on to rethink basic constitutional premises on the relationship between the state, markets, politics and the law.

This deeper foundation is often referred to as an economic constitution and analysed through the intimate relationship between economic and political freedom, between a competitive market economy and a democratic constitutional system.

The idea of an economic constitution concerns “the relation of law to the fundamentals of the economic system” and aims at a certain “ideal of coherence in the organization of public power”.

In the EU the concept of an economic constitution has long been anchored in its foundational Treaties. The constitutional value of competition and free trade have always been the cornerstones of the European integration project: the EU’s “microeconomic constitution”. Originally an Ordoliberal concept, the EU’s economic constitutional framework is an exceptional legal construct as it is the very first dimension of EU constitutionalization and constitutionalism. Until the Maastricht Treaty, the European integration was almost exclusively an economic project and the constitution of the single European market.

In its original Ordoliberal school of thought the economic constitution was defined as a comprehensive decision (Gesamtentscheidung) to separate the state and the market, to
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15 E Fox, Markets and Democracy,
20 In contrast to the US model, the EU model of competition was initially conceived as a tool of economic, rather than, social policy, Lianos, n 7.
resolve conflicts of the political and economic spheres and limit political discretion in economic matters.\footnote{Francesco De Cecco, \textit{State aid and the European economic constitution} (Hart, 2012), p.12}

It is this “rule of the market”\footnote{Frerichs, Sabine, “The Rule of the Market: Economic Constitutionalism Understood Sociologically”, in Blokker, Paul & Thornhill, Chris, \textit{Sociological Constitutionalism} (Cambridge University Press, 2017), 241-264.} that gives constitutional recognition to individual economic rights and thus structures economic life in favour of a free market economy, based on undistorted competition. Accordingly, in the Rome Treaty, the core of the Economic constitution delineates the role of the state in markets and the economy, it limits public and private power through granting fundamental economic rights and market freedoms.\footnote{De Cecco, n 21, p.12}

In the US, as Eleanor Fox argued “antitrust was the economic democracy of the market”\footnote{Eleanor M. Fox, ‘Modernization of Antitrust: A New Equilibrium’ (1981) 66 Cornell L. Rev. 1140.} and even though the link to political economy has been cut through by the Chicago School there is in the antitrust caselaw and rhetoric frequent invocation of democratic values. Moreover, democratic values are increasingly called upon in fierce criticism of the allegedly under-enforced antitrust laws.\footnote{See American Antitrust Institute, https://www.antitrustinstitute.org/. Open Markets Institute, https://openmarketsinstitute.org/. Tim Wu, \textit{The Curse Of Bigness: Antitrust In The New Gilded Age} (Columbia Global Reports, 2018); Lina Khan, ‘Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox’ (2017) 126 Yale L.J. 564.}

Economic constitutionalism has been extraordinarily influential in the development of the EU integration process and as a normative theory on the relationship of government and the economy.\footnote{Gerber, D.J., ‘Economic Constitutionalism and the Challenge of Globalization: The Enemy is Gone? Long Live the Enemy’ (2001) 157 Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics 14-22.} As the European Union is facing multiple challenges today, ranging from the risk of disintegration to the erosion of the rule of law and democracy, an enduring economic crisis and the disruptive technological revolution, the distinctive relationship between EU constitutionalisation and economic integration becomes critical again.

The crisis of the European integration process and the changing role of constitutions and constitutionalism in the EU Member States are testing both the EU and its institutions on its effectiveness and vigilance.

The risk of disintegration, the problem of Member States’ departure from rule of law standards not only undermine legal certainty and political stability but also have adverse effects on economic performance. Backsliding from democracy, rule of law and fundamental rights heavily destabilizes the core institutions and structures of economic governance.

The political capturing of the EU’s “microeconomic constitution”\footnote{Tuori & Tuori, n 18, p. 231ff.} calls for a closer analysis of the impact and role of competition law in these constitutional challenges.
The current issue brings together four articles that investigate the impact and role of competition in these constitutional challenges from distinctive perspectives. The articles reflect on and analyze the impact of global constitutional challenges on two distinct and relatively recent foundations of EU competition law: the economization and the modernization of EU competition law. The current criticism of the economics-based model of competition law and calls for the competition law community and scholarship to engage also with the ongoing social transformations has already been discussed above. However, the social, political and economic changes also query into the effectiveness and legitimacy of the current governance model of EU competition law enforcement and question whether its modernization (decentralization) works effectively.

The current governance framework of EU competition law enforcement was created in 2004. A new procedural and institutional framework was implemented through decentralizing the enforcement of EU competition law. Regulation 1/2003 delegated an active role for national actors and established a system of close cooperation between the European Commission and the national authorities. In the decentralized governance framework the NCAs and the Commission act in a multi-level governance system composed of EU and national procedural laws.

Over the past fifteen years public views praised the success of the decentralized enforcement system stating that decentralized enforcement increased the Europeanisation of competition rules across the Member States and developed a shared sense of competition policy and culture among the Member States. However, the effectiveness of the decentralised enforcement has also been criticized arguing that there are centrifugal pulls from the Member States towards their national legal systems and centripetal pushes from the Commission towards more centralization.

28 The Commission and the NCAs have parallel jurisdictions and they can both enforce Articles 101 and 102 TFEU without territorial limitations to their enforcement powers.

29 In order to coordinate parallel proceedings between the Commission and the NCAs, Regulation 1/2003 established the European Competition Network (ECN) and laid down the rules of its core functions. Notice on cooperation within the Network of Competition Authorities [2004] OJ C 101/43.


In the current issue Mulder shows in his paper how decentralization and the self-assessment by private undertakings had formative effects on national self-regulation.

Mulder critically reflects upon both the economization and modernization of EU competition law from the (EU) constitutional perspective. He shows that both economization and modernization of EU competition law has entrenched a certain socio-economic orientation and decision-making in the Member States favouring the demand side of markets.

He argues that the legitimacy of Eu competition law’s turn towards a consumer welfare standard is contestable from the EU constitutional perspective that stands on the ground of social diversity and accommodation of various governance framework. With two case studies of the Netherlands concerning sustainability initiatives and liberal professions he illustrates how the EU Commission’s specific economic rationality has been pushed to interfere with national regulatory schemes that were based on broader welfare effects (sustainable producer) than the consumer welfare standard. He suggests an alternative approach that would partly turn to free movement case law and in this way allow for more diverse social-economic orientation of the Member States.

Gerbrandy in her piece critically reflects on the role EU competition law should play in a profoundly changing world and focuses especially on how the changing societal context of EU competition law presses it to address and engage with these societal challenges. She argues that the place of EU competition law in the EU’s overall constitutional framework needs to be reconsidered and shifted to a new position where it engages with the other elements of the constitution such as the free movement rules and other sectoral policies as well as its own societal context.

Gerbrandy argues that reconceptualizing the goals of EU competition law and shifting the focus of Eu competition policy from market integration and broader economic, social and political goals of the EU to the single goal of economic efficiency and consumer welfare certainly had benefits in terms of rationalizing and making decisions more predictable. However, this policy has also decoupled EU competition policy from its broader EU (economic) constitutional context and from current social and political challenges. She analyzes two specific challenges: sustainability and digitalization and shows how these developments tests the current analytical framework of EU competition law. She shows that as EU competition policy has been defined in pursuing distinct economic interests and thereby distancing itself from possible non-economic interests that find increasing support in the EU’s broader constitutional order.

Van de Gronden’s paper analyzes a fundamental issue at the cross-section of education and the EU rules for the single market including competition law, namely whether EU competition and internal market law contains the legal framework for regulating a wide array of economic activities is also able to contribute to the creation of a network of European universities. He asks to what extent the EU rules on competition and the internal market reinforce the building of a common academic culture.

His thorough analysis runs from laying out which universities fall within the scope of the EU competition and internal market rules and whether universities engage in economic activities to how the various parts (including state aid law) and doctrines of EU
competition law and internal market law apply to higher educational services. Van de Gronden shows that the impact of EU law is higher in Member States, where the level of public funding in higher education is relatively limited. EU competition and internal law provides important requirements for supplying economic educational services. However, EU internal and competition law is not capable of directly creating values for a network for all European universities. These values are mainly relevant for universities operating in member states that have moved higher education for a great part to the market place. For that reason, commodification of higher education stimulates, strikingly, the creation of a network of European universities. A large number of member states do not wish to make the provision of higher educational services subject to a process of commodification. EU internal market and competition law is, however, also useful for these educational systems. Member states could learn from the experience of applying the Services Directive and the competition rules to economic educational services and this experience in turn could serve as a breeding ground for developing values for higher education. Member states can base their educational laws on values, such as freedom of choice, fairness, independent standard setting, accountability and access to education, identified in this conclusion. Consequently, EU competition and internal market law may indirectly contribute to creating building blocks for a pan-European approach towards a network of all universities.

Competition as a value of a democratic constitutional system and market economy is the underlying theme in Cseres’ paper. She analyzes how the drastic re-transformation of the constitutional system has fabricated a framework for economic regulation where accumulation of political power has resulted in accumulation of economic power. The new framework of economic governance systematically undermined key legal rules and independent institutions of the functioning Hungarian market economy. The rate and scope of constitutional re-engineering of Hungary’s economic governance framework and most notably the enforcement of competition rules pose questions beyond the Hungarian context on the interplay of politics, law and economics as well as on the role of markets, states and the competitive process in EU competition law and policy. Competition law backsliding is analyzed through a few landmark (alarming) cases of the past 5 years beyond the work of the Hungarian competition authority by evaluating the broader legal and regulatory landscape, the role of national parliaments in competition law, independence and accountability of national competition authorities as well as its impact on the decentralized enforcement of EU competition law and setting backsliding in context of the broader economic and political developments and progress of competition law enforcement before 2010.

It has been argued that the effectiveness of the decentralized enforcement system in Regulation 1/2003 depends on safeguarding uniform and consistent application in the multi-level governance system while the legitimacy of shared enforcement depends on its compliance with Rule of Law values. The paper demonstrates that such a compliance is not guaranteed today. Hungary’s case is a convincing illustration of this argument as
its government systematically undermines the values and institutions of the rule of law.\textsuperscript{33} As checks and balances disappear, so does the rule of law control over law making and law enforcement, including the enforcement of competition law and ultimately EU competition law enforcement. The case of Hungary also warns that the recently adopted Directive on empowering NCAs to be more effective enforcers of Articles 101 and 102 TFEU does not provide the effective means and instruments NCAs need to successfully enforce EU competition rules.

All contributions in this issue seem to share one common point, namely that current social, economic and political challenges compel to reconsider the current normative foundation and institutional model of EU competition policy and critically analyse whether and how it could be re-embedded in the broader economic constitution of the EU and be responsive to non-economic elements of EU policies.

\textsuperscript{33} European Parliament resolution of 12 September 2018 on a proposal calling on the Council to determine, pursuant to Article 7(1) of the Treaty on European Union, the existence of a clear risk of a serious breach by Hungary of the values on which the Union is founded (2017/2131(INL))